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::: Glemseck 101 - RELOAD 22 - the »101 Spirit«
Foreword by Steven Flier - Head of the 101 - 1/8 Mile

After a mandatory break of almost three years, the Team 
Glemseck 101, the German Motorcycle Magazine MO and 
its Race Control Team and I are very much looking forward 
to finally being able to open up the 1/8 Mile for you again: 
To see the 101 start flag raising and falling.

After these three years and in what continues to be a 
difficult time for all of us, we are picking up where we 
left off in 2019. Bringing back one of the most beautiful, 
international and peaceful motorcycle events on the 
101 Dealer’s Mile and 1/8 Mile. A come together and happening 
for everyone on two wheels, no matter how motorized.

Still with »Free Entry« for our visitors from all over the world!
We were and still are very proud of this almost unique point in the event scene! And this is only 
possible thanks to the support of all our sponsors and partners, who are thereby also sending 
out a powerful signal for »the 101« and »the motorcycle« in every shape and form, especially at 
this time.

The dust of three years lies on us. Here and there, maybe even some of the chips that were said 
to make you a »Very Special Hero«*. But as motorcycle riders, we know that standstill is never 
a good thing. Neither for the body, the mind nor our motorcycle.

Glemseck 101 - RELOAD 22 means for us, the team, the partners and sponsors, the 1/8 Mile 
participants and our fans and friends who will visit us on the first weekend in September: 
Sweeping away the dust, checking components and getting the stiff ones running again. 
Turning the ignition key and pressing the starter button. To hear the »Roar«.

Will this first round after three years go smoothly? 
No idea – and it doesn't matter at all. If something needs to be done, it will be done by the side 
of the road, in the middle of the action and among friends, that we screw, organize and repair.

Anyone who has ever visited the Glemseck 101 or even stood in the hot starting zone of our 
1/8 Mile knows that the »101 Spirit« always had and still has something of »Enjoy the chaos of life – 
because nothing is perfect. Having experienced it – this writes the story.«

Dear friends, fans, partners & sponsors – dear participants, 101 lions and lionesses – we are 
looking forward this year to burn with you another »101 Spirit« story of three long days and 
two hot nights on the tarmac.

Steven & Team Glemseck 101

*For international readers: Sofas occupied by »Very Special Heroes« and their bags of chips 
were a »thing« in Germany during the lockdowns.
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::: Organisation, application and selection
Steven Flier – Creative Director & Head of the 1/8 Mile Glemseck 101
Application: See page 4

::: Starting field and date
Calculated starting field  »The 101 Beast Class«: 8 or 16
Date*: 3rd or 4th September. Saturday or Sunday (see also page 4)

::: Sprint International – The 101 Beast Class
The Sprint International has a tradition of over 10 years on our 1/8 Mile. While in the first 
two years the most powerful »cafe racers« competed against each other, today it is the 
101 Sprint that is all about perfect and unique customizing in line of the »101 Spirit«.

This means that any customizing style is allowed. It's about the uniqueness of the motorcycle 
in technology and design – the »WOW« effect for the spectator  looking at the motorcycle in 
resting position as in the sprint on the 1/8 Mile. In short: It’s about beasts on         two wheels.

::: Technical »guideline«
There are NO technical regulations for this class! In this101 Sprint, it is neither about the 
number of cylinders, the cubic capacity nor the year of manufacture.
There is a guideline on the design only: Motorcycles in typical low to the ground dragster 
construction and/or with overlong swing arms and/or flat drag strip rear tires – are not 
accepted by me. Also no motorcycles directly from the race track.

My simple technical guideline in one sentence:
»»In Sprint International, the best and most unique custom motorcycles compete against 
each other, which could also handle an alpine pass.**« (see also page 5)

::: Unique High Performance Custom Motorcycles
Selected by me, in this in Europe unique 1/8 Mile sprint, international customizers, tuners, 
builders, designers and characters from the entire motorcycle scene, compete against other 
at the Glemseck with their unique custom motorcycles.
Even though there are no technical regulations in this sprint – only a guideline – every 
participating motorcycle should have the chance to win the race.

Therefore my selection of the participating motorcycles is also partly done with a view to 
their performance. In order to bring a well-balanced and for our audience interesting field 
of starters in technique & style to the starting line.
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::: Application 101 Sprint International 2022
---- Your contact: Steven Flier | s.flier@glemseck101.de ----

After a forced break of almost three years, I am very much looking forward to finally being able to 
open again the 1/8 Mile for this unique sprint for you again!
You have created in this period a unique motorcycle, a real »101 Beast« in the above line of the 
»101 Spirit«? Which so far can only be seen on the web or in your showroom? Then I look forward 
to receiving your application if you finally want to see it race – in front of the unique scenery 
and grandstand of the Glemseck 101 1/8 Mile.

::: Your application
              send me by e-mail: s.flier@glemseck101.de

1. A short(!) description (German or English) and one or two images.
 (Please not more – thank you!)
 Alternatively, a link to a public description of your »unique« motorcycle.

2. Your contact details
 • Name, address and country
 • the telephone number you use for GOOD availability!
 • from an e-mail address which you use REGULARLY!

::: The application is open as of now, April 7th, 2022 possible!
 • I respond promptly to each application: Within 3 to 7 days
 • I answer with either a »letter of refusal« or »You are in my selection!«
 • I will make a »firm commitment to participate« in June 2022 at the earliest!

::: Notes about the starting date and the access to the 1/8 Mile*
Please only apply if you can spare time for the entire Glemseck 101 weekend, from Friday to 
Sunday – 2nd to 4th September 2022.
 • At the present moment (April 2022) it is not yet clear on which day, 101 Saturday or Sunday, 
 • your beasts will enter the 1/8 Mile
 • Participants and their motorbikes must be on site at Glemseck 101 by 101 Saturday morning 
 • at the latest. In order to receive the necessary papers and the »Technical Acceptance« 
 • from the 101 Race Office (see also page 6)
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::: My »alpine pass« guideline**
In the event of a refusal my simple guideline often leads to kind of 
very »argumentative« telephone calls or e-mail exchanges.

Yes, I take it from every builder that he or she can of course ride his or her beast over an alpine pass. 
Everything is possible and »Where there is a will, there is a way«. In my selection process I reserve 
the right to decide on this necessary »willpower«.

On a personal scale of 1 to 10:
1.  Absolutely possible without any problems!
10.  With a devil behind the bars and holy water in the tank!

::: »The Draw« 2022
As in 2019, it is also planned for 2022 that the pairings and order of 
the starting grid will be drawn in front of our audience.
The participants selected will be informed by me when exactly this 
»The Draw« will take place. In a »Last 101 Briefing« by e-mail a few weeks 
before the Glemseck 101.

::: Personal closing words – Showroom VS 1/8 Mile
Our 1/8 Mile gets a lot of attention in the national and international press as well as all over 
social media. The pictures and videos of the participating motorcycles from each 101 Sprint, 
lurking at the starting line for the flag to fall and then heading towards the braking zone at 
full throttle in front of the unique scenery of the Glemseck 101 grandstand with 1200 spectators – 
go around the world after the event.

These are pictures that »roar« louder than a showroom shooting ever could. 
Show me your beast – if it's unique, I'll let it »roar«.

Your Steven Flier
101 Creative Director & Head of Organization 1/8 Mile

Fast motorcycles are not a crime
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::: 1/8 Mile Bible

Steven Flier will update and publish his »1/8 Mile Bible – the 1/8 Mile 
according to Glemseck 101 rules« by June 2022. Follow us on Facebook 
and/or Instagram to stay up to date.
In the run-up to your application for a starting place at the 101, 
here are a few of the most important »good to know« points 
about the on the spot 101 organization in short form.

::: 101 Race Office and access 1/8 Mile
All confirmed participants with a maximum of two helpers/accompanying 
persons must appear in person at the 101 Race Office on 101 Saturday for 
final registration and to sign a waiver of liability. Without final registration 
and waiver of liability there is no access to the 1/8 Mile and no participation 
possible!

::: 101 Riders Briefing
For every Glemseck 101 - 1/8 Mile sprint, there is a riders’ briefing, to which all 
participants areobliged to take part!

::: Motorcycle Safety
The technical condition is checked by the Glemseck 101-Race Control as part of a technical inspection. 
A motorcycle without a technical acceptance is not allowed to participate, finding no entry into the 
starting zone.

::: Riders Safety
It is required to wear stable racing and safety clothing (jacket, back protector, pants, gloves, shoes). 
The valid standards for 2022 will be published in Steven's »1/8 Mile Bible«.

::: Rain, wet track
There will be no sprints on wet tracks! Should rain start to fall during a sprint, the sprint will be 
stopped immediately, and the 1/8 Mile will be closed.
If due to the weather conditions (wetness, rain), a sprint performance in the schedule published by 
Glemseck 101 is not possible, this sprint is cancelled! There is no raise of claim to a compensation sprint 
on the part of the participants. Race-Control decides when a sprint can be carried out and whether 
there is the possibility of a restart after cancellation.

::: Note from the organizers regarding the Corona situation in Germany
»Even if the organizer agrees to the participation in the sprint, the participants have no legal claim 
to the sprint being held. Furthermore, we also reserve the right to withdraw a commitment to 
participate if it should not be possible for the participant to fulfill any existing legal requirements 
to which we are obligated as organizer.«

We are referring to the new German infection protection law, which comes into force on 2022, 
20th March. This basically allows us to hold the event as we know it – without special conditions 
or restrictions. However, a residual risk remains in that if the situation worsens (due to very high 
incidences or a threatening overload of hospitals), more restrictive measures could be imposed, 
which could lead to restrictions or even cancellation of the event. For this reason, we will only 
confirm a starting place with the corresponding reservation.


